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A book asserts that babies unlearn the grammars of every language but the one they hear.

In a new book, “The Infinite Gift,” Yale University linguist Charles Yang explicates how humans, alone among all the
world’s species, develop the gift that helps them make sense of all the linguistic possibilities:
From two infants would rather hear
French spoken than English.

We are born with an intuitive grasp
of syllables, which helps babies learn.
It also explains why we choose to say
“absol-freaking-utely.” (By the way, we think of expletives as
important within each person. “We talk
to ourselves all the time,” Yang writes,
“especially children, who are famous for
those safe absurd monologues about
hat, what, wherever comes to mind.”)
This isn’t easily on point, but no rules.

Two groups of people — one of
which speaks English and the other,
German — were marooned on an island,
just in an English generation or two.
Language is critical to communica
tion among people, but it’s also im
portant within each person. “We talk
to ourselves all the time,” Yang writes.

Babies begin to babble at about 8
months; deaf babies that have been
exposed to sign language also babble
— with their hands.

L earning a language is a difficult
and complex process, unlike
writing a 3- or 4-year-old.
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